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THE JOYFUL SUMMER'S COME.

L. LAVENU.

Allegretto.

[Music notation for voice and piano]

The happy summer's come: The time of fruit and flowers:

[Additional music notation]
balmy breeze sweeps thro' the trees, And pleasure speeds the hours.

The happy summer's come! The

balmy breeze sweeps thro' the trees, And pleasure speeds the hours.

And merry notes from sweet bird's throats, Ring
thro' the bal-my air, The earth is bright with radiant life, And

joy is every-where with light And joy is every-where with light And

a tempo.

joy is every-where The happy summers come The

time of fruits and flowers; The bal-my breeze sweeps thro' the trees And
pleasure speeds the hours.

joyful summer's come! How gay the earth appears; The heart recalls no more its grief, The eye forgets its tears.
The joyful summer's come! The heart recalls no more its griefs, The eye forgets its tears.

And all the day we wend our way, Midst groves and blooming flowers; The weary sad, all now seem glad, In
summer's laughing hours! all glad, In summer's laughing hours, all glad In

a tempo.

summer's laughing hours The joyful summer's come! How

gay the fruits and flowers; The heart recalls no more, its grief In

summer's laughing hours.